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What it’s Like to Be The Queen Bee:
An Interview with Felicia Bivens

In 2010 something very special happened
in our country, Felicia Bivens, one of the
world’s Queen Bees chose to make her
new colony in Bulgaria. Let’s understand
how everything began from the fabulous
Queen Bee, Felicia.
•

Our Queen Bee became a volunteer in
2008. Her first mission was in the next
year and it was in Bulgaria. She became a
volunteer because she wanted to do something meaningful, so she served with the
Peace Corps for four years.
•

be something really
special so that she will
always support the organization and her
friends.
• One of the most
powerful points of the
marvelous journey of
preparing the spelling
bee competition was

Felicia had the idea to create a spelling
bee competition in Bulgaria because she
wanted Bulgarian students to be excited
about learning English, to be focused on
practicing and having fun pronouncing
the words and letters correctly.

• She initially came to Bulgaria with
Peace Corps. Then she met Valya and
Mitko and when it was time for Peace
Corps to leave Bulgaria she continued to
work with them. CORPlus advances the
work and goals of Peace Corps. So their
aim was to uphold Peace Corps
Bulgaria’s values and mission, to
continue to work on different projects and
diversify English language education. The
spelling bee competition was one of their
most pas-sionate projects.
• For Felicia, the Spelling Bee competition has always been and will continue to

ciated the process working with teachers and the
fact that everybody
gained something.
Felicia’s message to the
students: “You should
feel proud of yourselves
making it to the national
contest. You are an amazing group of kids and it’s
a pleasure to meet you all
again!”
Felicia’s message to the
teachers: “A big
THANK YOU for supporting your students and
participation in the
spelling bee, for your extra work and time.

the time when Felicia
was doing different
activities with her 4thgrade students and
seeing the eagerness
they had to be well
prepared for it so they
stayed after school
spending hours and
kept learning new
words. She also appre-

Felicia’s message to the
counselors: “WOW what
a great group. It’s great to
have your enthusiasm and
energy in the camp!”
And a special thank you
to CORPluS for continuing the Peace Corps
legacy in Bulgaria and
to ABF, for its support
and belief in the spelling
bee.

The ‘Campemonium’ Commences!
Hi, spellers! Today was the
first day of something glorious! Of course, the
Spelling Bee Camp! It was
a tiring day, though, because the trip from Sofia to
Razlog was long. After we
arrived, we met our roommates and saw our rooms!
They are great! We had two
three-hour breaks, and after
that we met the counselors.
Their names are: Charles,
Luis, Stacie, Bonnie, Lauren, Monica and, Felicia,
Gerry, Valya, Mitko, Plami
& Katerina. We played a
game called Zig-Zag in

“Everybody
created collages
full of colors and
creativity.”

which we needed to remember
as many names as we could.
They introduced us to the rules
and explained to us about a
really interesting game called
"Assassin". We played this
game during the whole camp.
Gerry gave us some papers, on
which was the name of a person
we needed to "kill [with kindness]" in a funny way. After we
"killed" someone, we needed to
collect their paper. At the end
of the camp, the "serial killer",
a.k.a. the person with the most
kills, would be announced. Stacie ended up surviving to the
end and was crowned the winner, which earned her mouth-

watering chocolates. We
sang repeat-after-me-songs
with Stacie and Bonnie and
then Charles introduced us
to the newsletter, a.k.a.
what you're reading now! It
will be really exciting!

Collages, Jeopardy, American Cultural Fun
So the first day of camp
can be described in one
word: unforgettable! All of
the spellers, teachers and
volunteers had many activities. At the beginning of
the day, it all started with
collages. Teachers and
students were separated
into two groups. For the
teachers, the theme was
“the perfect student” and
for the students, “the per-

fect teacher.” They were in
groups of four or five people. Everybody created
collages full of colors and
creativity. In my opinion,
the teachers stood by these
characteristics for the perfect student: patient, creative, ambitious, intelligent,
hardworking, risk taking.
For the students they were:
original, kind, ambitious,
understanding and funny.
After it teachers and
spellers were mixed and
divided into two groups
and played two educational
games. The first one was
called Jeopardy. There
were three different teams,
and they had to pick one of
the seven topics: Americana, What's that, Idioms,
Point it, What's the Capital,
Name that Baby, Name
Three. Then they picked

for how many points they
wanted to play- ranging
from 100 to 600. The second game was connected
with the USA. There were
eight teams with five people that were given colorful
pens and a map of America. They had to write the
names of the states on the
correct places. The team
with the most right answers
won. Then everyone had
free time- they could've
gone swimming, played
sports or just relaxed. And
for the end of the day everyone played, Capture the
Flag. The rules were simple: each team should've
brought the enemy flag to
their side. Eventually, there
wasn't a winning team, but
everyone had much fun and
went to their rooms laughing and smiling.

Day of Challenges on Penultimate Day of Camp
On Thursday spellers' and
teachers' communication,
patience and teamwork
skills were put to some
tests. Right after breakfast, they participated
in Mau Mau tournament where no one
could talk. There were
five tables and the winner from each table had
to go to other. The interesting thing about
the game was that on
each table there were
different rules. The
point of that was to develop players' communication

skills and patience because
no one knew that the rules
differed and had to try his

or her best to agree with
each other. In the end, they

were told about the differences in the rules and
learned valuable lessons.
There were lessons about
resiliency and self-care
too. They included tips
for staying calm, not
getting angry about small
things and coping with
problems. The choice
activities for this day
included: Mandarin Chinese, Frisbee, mandala
making, creative writing
and cookie baking. The
‘Amazing Race’ was the
evening activity. It is a
competition where stu-

dents have to complete tasks and
to gain points and clues to go to
stations where they receive other
missions. A total of five teams of
six people competed. They are
rated for: time, quality and English use. There were students running all around the hotel, doing
crazy things and having so much
fun. Despite the fact that there
was only one winning team nobody's day was darkened. Not
only that, but some of the others
celebrated with the winners! This
behavior demonstrated the sportsmanship and friendship between
all campers.

“This behavior
demonstrated the
sportsmanship
and friendship
between all
campers.”

Hiking Day… 'Til Bezbog and Back!

On the third day, some of our
“bees” (campers) went to Bezbog Lake
with their teachers and half of the volunteers while the other group went to
Baykusheva Mura

For the entire day everyone was
hiking their way to the destination, the beauty of Pirin National
Park. Despite the hard, long way
they had to pass, everybody made
it to the end.

Baykusheva Mura: Hiking Destination #2
At 9:00 AM the bus picked
us from the hotel and after
one hour and a half we arrived at the Baykusheva
Mura. We climbed up on
some stairs to see the 1300
-year-old tree.

Then we continued our journey to the Vihren
Hut, took a short break and kept going. After
around 30 minutes of hiking on the rocky path,
we got to the lake. We ate our lunch, talked,
took pictures and played the "ninja" game.

Then we chose another path which
was easier for walking to the way
back, the bus picked us up and drove
us to the Pirin Museum. There we
watched a short film about the mountains and Bulgarian nature, had fun
and headed back to the hotel at the
same time as the other group.

Q&A with the Counselors
1. Why did you decide to become a volunteer?
“I believe that when you do something good to others in need, it makes you feel good too. There
will come a time in your life in the future when you get all the positive things you've done in return.”- Valya
“I feel like it's a duty in a way, just everyone has the opportunity to help people and it's something
we should all do. I personally chose to become a volunteer because it fit with the goals in my life,
ethically it felt right and I just really like being able to help others. I don't need the recognition for
it, I just want to make sure other people [are] succeeding as well, [and that] we all bring each other
up.” - Monica
2. What did you enjoy the most from this camp?
“Seeing happy faces and being among talented young people are the best things that the volunteers
and organizers can experience and enjoy at this camp.” - Dimitar
“When you attend an event like this, you get motivated to learn more, improve your grammar and
vocabulary and learn more expressions.” - Katerina
3. How do you think this camp can improve the education of children and teens?
“I think that through this camp you can learn teamwork, you can learn fun facts about the world,
and they realize the world is bigger and they can meet people from other places, and with some of
those people you get different ideas and perspectives about life. Even just making friendships is
very important, it makes us kinder toward each other and makes us better people.” - Stacie
“The camp focuses on an aspect of education often ignored by schools, it gives an opportunity for
children to plan their own activities, make their own creations and have independence.” - Luis

4. Who do you think got the most out of this experience - the children, teachers or volunteers?
“So much about what we experience in life is very individual, so whether I'm a teacher, student or
counselor, I'd hope that I'm still learning something in every role that I play. The fact that exists is
the best part about it.” - Allison
5. When did you first learn about the spelling bee in Bulgaria?
“My first year in Shumen I helped out in a middle school while they were getting ready for their
spelling bee, which was really great because I think that younger students are sometimes more fun
to be around. Last year I wasn't in Bulgaria and I couldn't be a part of the SB here, but this year I
decided to stay.” - Lauren
“I was a contestant in 2014 and I really wanted to see how it feels to be on the other side, take care
of the activities, help with the preparation and stay "backstage." I was really interested in what the
work of the volunteers is.” - Plamena
6. How do you feel after this experience?
“I feel so enriched, like my life has been enriched by another traveling cultural adventure. I love
working with children and young people, so it is another experience to make an impact on young
lives. I'll leave this place as a better person than how I came here.” - Charles
7. Where is your next destination as a volunteer?
“I volunteer in Sofia and I try to do it at least once a month, it makes me happy and it makes me
feel satisfied. It's a great thing to do with your free time and I really love it. I don't have a specific
plan but I'll definitely do something next month.” - Gerry
“I'm really motivated to go back to Macedonia because I'll be part of another camp in August, so
I'm very excited about that! I'll also go to Croatia and later on who knows where I'll be. Hopefully
I'll meet my family in the US.” – Bonnie

Fantastic Final Day @
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VISIT US on Facebook!
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